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Key stakeholders from NORA-SA, the ROSE Foundation 
and the Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) met in 
Johannesburg in October 2016 to discuss industry issues 
with a view to ensuring the sustainability and growth of used 
oil collection and processing.
Two days of rigorous discussion identified six key objectives 
that will guide the strategic activities of NORA-SA in the 
coming year.
1. Develop the NORA-SA / ROSE relationship through   
 the continuity of leadership and implementation of the   
 Memorandum of Understanding.

2. Raise awareness of NORA-SA’s role within ROSE  
 member companies.

3. Retain and grow NORA-SA membership.

4. Sustain the value chain through Compliance, SME   
 Development and Transformation

5. Lobby Government to develop enabling and empowering   
 legislation to support the Used Oil Industry.

6. Position the NORA-SA brand amongst relevant    
 stakeholders.

NORA-SA Strategy Session Focuses on Relationships
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The NORA-SA mission strives to promote and encourage legal and environmentally responsible collection, storage, 
recovery and recycling of used lubricating oil in a sustainable and ethical manner in South Africa. 

However, the used oil industry is being challenged by oil price fluctuations, a slow economy, increasing compliance 
requirements, industry cowboys and an increasing number of competitors in a highly competitive environment.
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DEA Waste Management Update

SAWIS Update

“There are currently 99 registered facilities on SAWIS and they are all 
reporting - Our biggest challenge lies with the minor generators.”

S28 Notice 

A Final Notice of the S28 Notice (2nd version) was published on 
12 August 2016 for implementation. However, on 12 September 
the notice was withdrawn and a new notice published for 30-day 
comment, with comments due by 12 October 2016.

The registration period for industry associations or bodies has been 
extended to 12 months.

Development of an Industry Waste Management Plan (IndWMP) is 
required within 12 months of registration, but potentially industries 
have 24 months to submit their plans.

The DEA has reintroduced the registration number on trading 
documents. There is now a requirement that any industry association 
or body has 70% representation in terms of a Section 28 notice.

 Pricing Strategy

The Final Strategy was published on 11 August 2016 for implementation. 
It provides for “Industry managed” and “Government managed” 
schemes. The ROSE Foundation is currently successfully operating on an 
industry managed scheme, on behalf of its lubricants industry members.
Three waste sectors have been prioritised by the DEA, namely 
e-waste, paper and packaging and lighting. In the tyre sector there 
will be changes in the collection of the revenue.

Norms and Standards

Norms and standards for collection, storage and processing of waste 
are to be reviewed. Monitoring and evaluation will be conducted 
to evaluate the impacts. Conflicts between the regulations, listed 
activities and SAWIS  are to be resolved.

Left: Anben Pillay DEA. Right and 
below: Guests seen at the event. 

The NORA-SA strategy session included a presentation 
by Anben Pillay from the DEA on the latest updates to 
SAWIS, the S28 notice, the pricing strategy, norms  
and standards.

Extended Producer Responsibility Schemes
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NORA-SA Chairman Reports Back

NORA-SA Chairman, Leon van Dyk, reviews the past year and 
reflects on the state of the Used Oil Industry.

What were the most significant achievements for NORA-
SA this year?
In terms of compliance, we revamped the drivers’ manual, SHEQ 
guidelines and SDS. We have managed to achieve our objectives 
in a difficult economy. The association has achieved high volumes 
of recovery and maintained excellent compliance. 

NORA-SA is currently facing several significant challenges – at 
our recent strategy session we set six goals that will define our 
activities going forward. 

What are your thoughts on legislation affecting the Used 
Oil Industry?
Compliance and legislation should be seen as a positive objective. 
Used oil is hazardous waste and can impact negatively on the 
environment, so controlling legislation is imperative. 

Legislation is only a burden when you do not have the heart 
or the passion for what you are doing. NORA-SA works hard 
to ensure compliance and to lobby government. The checks 
and balances implemented by NORA-SA with the help of the 
ROSE Environmental Officer and external auditing companies, 
have raised the level of industry compliance. The association 
will continue to be pro-active in maintaining high standards of 
compliance year on year. 

Currently compliance is embraced by most processors and 
collectors, but it comes at a cost. NORA-SA is aware of this, but 
no price can be put on accountability and responsibility. NORA-
SA is working hard to assist generators in adhering to the basic 
principles of waste compliance – classifying their waste streams, 
registering and reporting on the SAWIS system. The market 
dictates remuneration for used oil – this is a model that will have to 
change as generators view waste as an income stream and not as 
a compliance issue in terms of waste legislation.

How are NORA-SA members ensuring sustainability and 
competitiveness? 
The market is dominated by generators who do not understand 
that the commodity should be managed quite differently – the 
generator in effect should be paying the collector for a valuable 
service being provided. NORA-SA members must offer a value-
added service and have comprehensive knowledge about the 
management of used oil and related waste. Showing accountability 
through proper compliance and reporting, and belonging to a 
credible industry association enhances their competitiveness.  

NORA-SA members compete very effectively in the market – they 
receive solid training and capacity building. The most valuable 
benefit is the recognition by Government of the Association and the 
valuable role it plays within the waste management sector.  

Discuss the relationship between ROSE and NORA-SA.
The continued support from the ROSE Foundation was recently 
discussed between the two boards’ delegates at the strategy 

session and the principles of the MOU ratified. The renewed 
commitment that ROSE would support projects and initiatives, 
supply admin services and the services of the environmental officer 
to NORA-SA, was greatly appreciated and acknowledged. NORA-
SA will continue to recruit members, initiate the collection model 
expansion through rural initiatives such as bulking facilities and be 
supportive in campaigns. The NORA-Board has also requested 
the ROSE Foundation to assist in expanding and propagating the 
NORA-SA brand within their organisations and to their customers.  

We need to drive liaison with lubricating oil retailers to build 
awareness of NORA-SA collectors and to promote communication 
through their channels that educates the market about used oil 
compliance in terms of the Waste Act. 

NORA-SA and the ROSE Foundation must always work in close 
cooperation and with effective communication, financial models 
and expertise, to find ways to ensure the sustainability of the Used 
Oil Industry. ROSE embracing and endorsing the existence of 
NORA-SA as a credible and well-run association is cardinal to our 
success.  

About Leon Van Dyk (Above)
Background: I have been in the hazardous waste management 
field since 1997 in the family business, where I supported the 
initiatives of ROSE long before the formation of NORA-SA in 2005 
and later served on the NORA-Exco.

Passion: Compliance, a strong and cohesive membership and 
credibility as an industry organization which is transparent and 
accountable.

Vision: Increase in quality membership of NORA-SA, compliant 
professional collectors and processors working with Government. 
The Industry needs to consider transformation in recognition and 
the role they play. 
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The ROSE Model Reviewed

ROSE CEO Raj Lochan, presented the ROSE Model at the NORA-SA Strategy Session, saying that a key ongoing objective was to, 
“Influence the collection of more volume, with information regarding the collection areas, in an environmentally responsible manner.”
He identified the complex issue of a used oil market comprising compliant and non-compliant collectors and compliant and partially-
compliant processors.
The matter of incentives was discussed: “Currently NORA-SA collectors get 15 and 30 cpl delivered to a ROSE approved processor; 
Processors get an incentive dependent on annual processed volumes from R50 to R120K per processing site per annum, if they are 
ISO 14001 certified.”

Strategic Objectives

Lochan said that the ROSE Foundation’s primary objective was to 
influence the collection of all collectable used lubricating oils and 
related waste, continuing to create an awareness that used oil is 
a hazardous waste.
“We also must support Government in implementing enabling 
legislation to manage used oil and related waste in an 
environmentally responsible manner.” 
He recognized that it was crucial to raise awareness of ROSE’s 
role and initiatives within member lubricating companies, for 
these companies to influence the behaviour of their customers in 
the management of used oil.
“We have a lot on our agenda - ROSE must develop sustainable 
partnerships with groups that have similar objectives, expand the 
enviro-centre concept and the number of drop off sites nationally 
and roll out bulking points in outlying areas, to name but a few 
action points.”

Core Business Principles

• Conduct our business in a manner that protects the environ-  
 ment and the health and safety of the broader community.

• Work with Government in developing environmental laws,   
 regulations and standards.

• Facilitate compliance with all relevant legislation and practice  
 good corporate governance.  

• Develop sustainable partnerships with organisations who are  
 committed to meeting environmental and ethical standards.

• Support the upliftment of historically disadvantaged   
 individuals in the used oil and related waste industries.

• Make decisions and  investments that further ROSE’s   
 environmental objectives.

• Support initiatives that promote responsible used oil   
 management in other countries where members operate.

• Review and adopt global best practice in the recycling of   
 used oil and related waste.

ROSE Model

• Non NORA-SA members who deliver to ROSE Approved   
 Processors get 10 cpl (1).
• Non NORA-SA members who additionally provide source   
 details (collection data) get additional 5 cpl for urban   
 collections (2)
• Non NORA-SA members who additionally provide source   
 details (collection data) get an additional 20 cpl for rural   
 collections (3)
• NORA-SA members get  above + access to benefits, e.g.   
 collection books and training.  
• (1+2) or (1+3) for non NORA-SA collectors.

The Future

Legislation, specifically the National Pricing Strategy and 
Waste Regulations – WIS, would dictate the future. This 
affects waste classification and management, listed activity, 
storage norms and standards. “ROSE will continue  to lobby 
Government on legislation to ensure a sustainable industry”, 
remarked Lochan.

“ROSE will maintain its MOU with NORA-SA and in turn they 
not only need to meet the minimum requirements, but strive to 
exceed them (with ROSE influence) where required.”
Lochan predicted a trend towards increased re-refining back 
to base oils.

Mission: We promote and encourage environmentally responsible management of used lubricating oils and related waste  
in South Africa

Vision: Ensure that all available used lubricating oil and related waste is collected, recycled and managed in an 
environmentally responsible manner. 

10 cpl (1)
Delivery to an 

Approved Processor

EI Rural = 30 cpl
(1 + 3)

20 cpl (3)
Rural Collection 
Data Provided

EI Urban = 15 cpl
(1 + 2)

5 cpl (2)
Urban Collection 
Data Provided
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ROSE Foundation environmental advisor Lihle Mqayi, recently 
experienced a tyre blow-out himself and says that he would like 
to raise awareness among NORA-SA collectors about the causes 
and what to do in such a situation.
Factors that contribute to blow-outs are excess speed, high 
temperatures, overloaded vehicles and friction of worn tyres on 
the tar. It is advisable for drivers to do periodic inspections of their 
tyres and spares, to see how much wear and tear has occurred. It 
is also important to check the air pressure in all tyres every week, 
and ensure that the tyres on the vehicle are correctly balanced.
Vehicle owners are urged to avoid buying cheap second-hand 
tyres, poor-quality retreads or those with manufacturing defects, 
as they carry an increased risk of bursting. 

6 causes of tyre blow-outs.
1. Using second-hand tyres or those not conforming to technical   
 standards.
2. High temperatures.

3. Driving at high speed.
4. Stunts indulged in by reckless drivers on the roads.
5. Too low, or too high tyre pressures which changes the shape of  
 tyres while travelling.
6. Collision of tyres with the pavement or verge as well as other   
 solid objects which may have fallen from other vehicles.

Measures to avoid tyre blow outs.
1. Ensure that the load on the vehicle is within its limits.
2. Read data printed on the tyre before buying it.
3. Check tyre pressure and balancing regularly.
4. Buy your tyres from a reputable dealer.

What to do in case of a burst tyre.
1. Hold the steering wheel with both hands.
2. Lift your foot from the accelerator pedal.
3. Avoid using the brake harshly.
4. Choose a safe place to stop and change tyre.

ROSE Benefits for NORA-SA Members
Collectors
Legal updates. Public liability insurance which includes Oil spill clean-up cost. Training. Audits. (M)SDS and OPS manuals. 
Access to mini tanks at a subsidised price (R1800.00 + vat). Access to bulking points and possibility to have their own facility
PPE. Advertising (approx R1m pa). Waste manifests for collections. MOU with ROSE. Support of an Environmental Advisor.

Processors
Proposed Processor matrix model to be paid as a % of objective achieved using an eco-audit protocol conducted and paid for by ROSE.

Element        Percentage of Processing Incentive
Waste Management License and relevant permits     33.33 % of R60 000 or R85 000 or R120 000
Operational and Processing Procedures, Health and Safety Compliance  33.33 %
Environmental Management System Towards ISO 14001 Certification  33.33 %

The ROSE Model Reviewed Continued... 

Many fatal accidents occur because of tyre blow-outs. Not only is a blow-out dangerous for the driver of a vehicle 
and its passengers, but it can also be a threat to other motorists. 

Article source: http://www.emirates247.com/news/emirates/6-top-reasons-why-your-tyres-blow-out-2014-05-03-1.547748

Monitor Your Vehicle’s Tyres Regularly 
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Contact Details
Suite A9, Waverley Court, 7 Kotzee Road, Mowbray 7925. Tel: 0860 NORA-SA (6672-72). Faxmail: 0866 527384

Email: usedoil@iafrica.com. Website: www.norasa.co.za

Approved Storage Facilities

Oil Separation Solutions Sales and Services (Pty) Ltd – 3 Industria Road, Burgersfort, (013) 231 8492

FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd – New Ark Road, Small Craft Harbour, Richards Bay, (035) 788 0130

Oil Separation Solutions Sales and Services (Pty) Ltd – 9 Coetzer Street, Rustenberg, (014) 592 6001

Oil Separation Solutions Sales and Services (Pty) Ltd – Unit 5, Beach Boulevard East, Diaz, Mossel Bay, (044) 695 4922

FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd – 61 Paterson Road, North End, Port Elizabeth, (041) 484 1536

Oil Separation Solutions Sales and Services (Pty) Ltd – 10 Celsius Street, Middelburg, (013) 246 2033

FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd – 103 Vintner Place, Prospecton, 4110, (013) 902 8560

Oil Recovery Services – 1 Andries Pretorius Street, Sub 2 Off Lot 138, Weenen, 3325, 082 801 4472

FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd – Cnr Lood and Viben Street, Brackenfell, 7560, (021) 982 5267

Kia Ora Oils – Farm Kia Ora, Karino, Nelspruit, 082 554 1687 

FFS Refiners – 246 Kerk Street, Hamilton, Bloemfontein, 084 598 7007

Approved Waste Managers

Oil Separation Solutions Sales and Services (Pty) Ltd – 27 Profab Crescent, Delville, Ext 4, Germiston, 1400, (011) 824 7580

FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd – 1 Frankdale Road, Vissershok, Cape Town, (021) 557 4529 / 5301

BME – Weltevereden Farm, Dryden, Delmas, (011) 655 1860

PPC Lime – Limeacres, 053 385 8203

The Old Oil Man – 4 Nellampius Road, Chamdor, Krugersdorp, (011) 762 2558/9

Enfields Chemicals CC – Unit 6, Manchester Park, 11 Manchester Road, Pinetwon, Durban, (031) 702 9778

FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd – 130 Teakwood Road, Jacobs, Durban, (031) 465 1466

FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd – 1 Neutron Road, Chloorkop, (011) 976 2198

FFS Refiners (Pty) Ltd – 16 Herschensonn Road, Plessislaer, Edenvale, Pietermaritzburg, (033) 398 1651

VISCOL – 130 Sarel Baard Crescent, Gateway Industrial Park, Rooihuiskraal, Centurion, (012) 661 9888

Nkosinathi Oils – 3 Street, off Wiltshire Road, Southmead, Pinetown, (031) 030 0645


